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MEljITZAH:
HALAKHIC DECISIONS

AND POLITICAL

CONSEQUENCES

The separation of men and women in public places has a long and
complicated history.1 Biblical stories of women as singers, dancers, and
mourners attest to their presence at communal events.2 Other sources also
indicate that women were participants at Templepublic celebrations3 (see
Grossman, pp. 19ff.). The subject of this chapter is not the question of
their presence but rather of their place in the synagogue, the place that
has been the focus of public ceremonies since before the destruction of the
Temple.

At present, a variety of seating arrangments exists, ranging from
mixed pews to balconies and separate rooms. Many presume the separate
seating model to be a replica of ancient patterns. However, as Professor
Shmuel Safrai indicates, much more research must be done before any-
one can conclusively date the use of a structural barrier between the sexes
for the purpose of prayer.4

Of course, the absence of a me/:litzah(barrier) does not automatically
imply the existence of mixed seating. It could mean that men and women
sat separately without a barrier or that no evidence of one remains.
Others conclude that women did not attend synagogue.5 However, since
the evidence available does indicate that women frequently did attend
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services,6 no absolute statement on seating arrangements is plausible.
WhetheJ; its origin was in biblical, late antique, or medieval times, the
me/:zitzahhas become a symbol of denominational allegiances and policies
in the twentieth century.7 This chapter focuses on the debates in this cen-
tury and on the use of ancient sources and texts to claim authority and
legitimacy.

There was an ezratnashim (Women'sCourt) in the SecondTemple,ac-
cording to rabbinic tradition. Men and women did congregate there. Tal-
mudic references indicate that it became necessary to separate men and
women for one specific celebration during Sukkot, namely, Sim/:zatBeit
ha-Sho'evah (the Water-Drawing Festival). The reasons given for this re-
striction or restructuring is the presence of kalut rosh (light headedness).
The Sages understood this as frivolous or lewd behavior, the prevention
of which becomes the key factor in later halakhic pronouncements and
developments (seeGrossman, pp. 22- 37).

As clouded as the archaeological and historical records are, the
halakhic issues are equally ambiguous. Questions remain about the re-
quirement that the sexes be separated for prayer (with or without the
me/:zitzah)as well as for all public occasions.8 The wording of the Talmudic
texts is unclear, and the codes nowhere explicitly require a me/:zitzah.9
There is neither a direct prohibition nor a direct requirement; there are
merely a few references to the ezrat nashim, indicating that there was such
a thing.lo Maimonides refers to the women's section in his compilation of
laws dealing with the Temple and not in the section dealing with prayer
and synagogue. 11 Other medieval texts specifically mention using a parti-
tion for public occasions such as the rabbi's lecture. The Mordekhai, a thir-
teenth-century German rabbinic authority, states specifically (Shab. 311)
that a screen could be set up for such a purpose even on Shabbat. (One
might question whether this permission to erect something on the Sab-
bath, an ordinarily forbidden act, might not indicate the absence of a per-
manent me/:zitzahin the synagogue.) It was not until the modern period,
when the Reform Movement first removed the me/:zitzahand later insti-
tuted family pews, that responsa explicitly requiring a me/:zitzahfor prayer
services were written. Orthodox decisors today all agree that one can
only pray in a synagogue with separate seating and a me/:zitzah.No matter
what the historical record, the Temple pattern of that one day has thus
been extended to the synagogue permanently.

---
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The hala\<hicprocess surrounding this one issue involvesmany levels
of interpretation, differentialweighting of sources, a variety of reasons,
.md a serious difference of opinion concerning women's" distUrbing"

presenceduring prayer. In the last 150years, the issue of a separationhas
taken on political overtones that impinge on the legal ones.

The legal questions raised are fascinatingand begin with the ambigu-
ous sources relied upon. The primary text is the Talmudic discussion of
Mish. Suk. 5: 2, which states that on Sim1;latBeit ha-Sho' evah they went
Into the wat nashimand made a great improvement (repair) or a major
enactment (u-matkinim sham tikkun gadol).12There are other Mishnaic ref-
erences such as Middot 2: 5, and Sanh. 1: 5, which add to the picture, but
the Talmudicdiscussionin Suk. 51a,b-52a is the most elaborate(see
Grossman, pp. 22-24).

What exactly was the "new enactment"? The legal decision to sepa-
rate the men and women is clear in the Talmudic discussion in Suk.
51a-52a, but the questions as to how, why, and when remain. Was this
reform, according to the Talmud, only for that one holiday,when levity
reached a level that moral laxity was feared? Or does the Talmudicuse of
the text of Zech. 12: 12-14,13 which relates that men and women were
separated for mourning. indicate a known policy on the separation of
men and women? What is the legal relationshipof that text to other bibli-
cal texts in which men and women mingle at public celebrations? 14 Fur-
thermore, if men and women were separated for mourning, how is it that
womenstillperformedofficiallyas wailers?15 Is that text, then, extend-
able to all moments of holiness such as prayer? HoW did the' Sages insti-
tute something new for the Temple? Even with the agreement of a special
court of seventy-one;6 how could any changes be made when 1 Chron-
icles contains the injunction ha-kol be-khtav(all this in writing),17 which

prohibits any change '0 the Temple strUcmre? Given even that a physical
strUctUre is necessary, will only a balcony suffice? And finally, what does
kalut rosh mean, what causes it, and are we to avoid it only during a
prayer service? 18

Considerationof all the abovequestions,plus other factors such as the

equation of synagoguewith Templeand the authority of biblicallaw ver-
sus rabbinic law, playa major role in the decision-makingprocess of to-
day's rabbinic authorities. Primary attention is given here to the re-
sponsa-teshuvot-of Rabbi Moses Feinstein, in an attempt to elucidate



rhe halakhic proCt'ss surrounding this one issue. As one of rhe major (h.
thodox rabbinic authorities of the twentieth century, his views and dt'd.sions on this issue are significant.

For Feinstein, separation of the sexes is mandatory and is 11/1.
de-oraita-having biblical authority. He deals directly with mel:zitzahIII
fourteen separate teshuvot. Many responsa in the collection [grot Mosh«'
(IM), the seven volumes of questions and answers authored by Feinstein.
deal with the ways and means of separating men and Women. For Fein-
stein, gender separation is essential in order to preserve biblically man-
dated morality. He strives to maintain this pattern in many different as-

pects of daily Jewish life, not just in the synagogue. For example, a largc
number of his decisions require separate schools for boys and girls, even
at the primary level. Having taken such a consistently strong position on
male-female separation, it is understandable that he will legislate a strict
position on mel:zitzah.It is interesting to focus on how he maintains the
position, what sources he uses, what conditions he requires, and what le-
niencies he allows. Although he has a definite subjective position, he still
must develop it through the traditional legal process, so that his use
of Sources, and the interpretations and emphases he uses to justify his
position, become key signposts for us in understanding the role of the

mel:zitzahin American Orthodoxy. The need to stay within the legal pa-
rameters, to find halakhic precedents and decisions, and to respond to the

social conditions of the community, create in his work a very interesting
balance.

I hope this analysis is able to shed light on the halakhic process in the
Orthodox world in general and, specifically, on how this particular issue
has become the hallmark of the divisions that exist among AmericanJewry.

Orthodoxy's Biblical Basis for Me~itzah

Underlyingthe argument is the Orthodox concern with change, with the
ways and means of remaining traditional in a changing and disruptive
world.19 The perspective accepted is that the laws of God are immutable
and therefore, Orthodoxy brooks "no change." Thisis the foundation of

its argument with the Conservativeand ReformMovements.It isprecisely

IIIIhi.. .m'na of synagoguc structure that the argument has found its sym-
1111111hl1agt', Orthodox synagogues maintain separate seating, whereas
I 1lIl'it'rvatlveand Rcform congregations allow men and women to sit to-
~.'IIH'r,Since the mel:zitzahhas become the physical symbol of the differ-
"IH'C'between Orthodox and non-Orthodox Judaism, the arguments for
'11111against it have taken on quite serious implications.

In Feinstein's mel:zitzah responsa, the argument has special signifi-
. i1llCe.as it embraces three critical and fundamental themes: (I) the prob-
1"111of change within Jewish legal categories, (2) the need to separate
11I('nand women, and (3) the relationship of his Jewish community to the
world of Conservative and Reform Judaism. Given the underlying im-
plications for Feinstein and for Orthodoxy, the arguments, and not just
Ihe decisions, are worthy of detailed analysis.

In brief, Feinstein's decision is not only that men and women must sit
separatelyin the synagoguebut also that there must be a wall, a mel:zitzah,
separating them-a wall that may not be less than, and is preferably
higher than, sixty inches. A balcony is even better, as it provides the best
defense against mingling and frivolous behavior. Finally, all this must be
seen as emanating from the immutable law of Sinai, as derived from bibli-
cal texts.

Each piece of the above summation is repeated in several different
responsa, but none is argued more uniquely than that the law is mi-
de-oraita-ofTorah authority.20 The case for a biblical foundation is com-
plicated and indirect. It is best seen in 1M, Orab l:Iayyim (01:1)I: 39 and in
the two articles (Hebrew and English) that appear in The Sanctity of the
Synagogue by Baruch Litvin.2I Feinstein uses the Talmudic source in Suk.
5la,b (which clearly states that the Sages instituted a great innovation) to
prove that there was no change, that the separation of the sexes with a
mel:zitzahdid not constitute a change from Temple practice. Even the bal-
cony that was built on the second night of Sukkot is considered mi-
de-oraita; though indirect or implied, for Feinstein, it is nonetheless im-
mutable Torah law.

1M 01:11: 39 is a remarkable text. In it, Feinstein struggles with two
purposes: to issue a decision concerning me1:zitzahand to clarifya compli-
cated gemara text in such a manner that all the texts are harmonized so
that there is no possibility of a dissenting opinion. He chooses the biblical
statement from 1Chronicles, "all this in writing" 22 to be the focalpoint of
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interpretation and the primary text to be developed. That text means thill
nothing in Temple practice, procedure, or structure can be changed, and
that this principle rests on the absolute sanctity and authority of Scriptll/'c.'
as understood by tradition. All possible relevant sources are then viewed
as explicating and implementing that statement. In arguing for the COli.
ceptual unity of the Talmud and for the biblical basis of mel:zitzah,Fein-
stein indicates through both form and content the seriousness of this issut'for him.

Given the clear biblical text forbidding changes to the physical struc-
ture of the Temple, and the absence of any special instructions to those in
charge of the building, Feinstein reasons that there must have been a
known requirement for a physical separation (1M Oa I: 39). No rabbinic
law or amendment could have overridden the injunction of I Chronicles
(as is clarified in auI. 83). He sees the mel:zitzahas "implicit in the verse as

a pre-existing. . . Scripturallaw."23 In other words, it is mi-de-oraitaby
default. Only a Scriptural command could override the prohibition of
change. Since the change was made, there must have been a known law.24

It becomes dear, then, that a balcony was necessary by original Biblical law, so
that the women would be above and the men below, and then they would in no
sense mingle or communicate. As the Mishnah states; [The wall of the women's
court] was smooth at first, and then a balcony traversed its length, so that the
women would see [the festivities] from above, and the men from below, and they
would not be intermingled (Mid. 2; 5). This proves that originally, though they
were separated by an adequate mechitzah, they were considered as if commin-
gling; such a situation violated Biblical law, which implicitly demanded, then, abalcony. 25

The biblical source of the mel:zitzahis of such importance to Feinstein
that he writes a separate letter to Litvin clarifying that the biblical law

does not just prohibit mixed pews but prohibits prayer without a propermel:zitzah.26

Why is Feinstein so insistent on the biblicalbase of the law when his
Orthodox rabbinic colleaguesdo not make the same claims? It ispossible
to see the source of his claim in the ambiguous texts themselves. It is also
possible to understand his perspective in twentieth-century America. His
sense of the Jewish world is one of a world in chaos, losing its hold on
tradition. He frequently makes disparaging comments about America,
such as "in this Country,because of our many sins. . . ." In that context,

,
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MeJ;titzah:HalakhicDecisionsand PoliticalConsequences

when a group of Jews appear-known as Conservatives-who change
!!orne of the rules, claiming their intent is to save Judaism and Jews,
Pl'Instein needs to delegitimize their claims at every turn, especially in the
fl'alm of public synagogue practice. Therefore, it is important for him to
'Ihow that they are violating Torah, Le., biblical law, and not just rabbinic
1.lw.He also wishes to indicate to those who follow these leaders just how
~reatly they err. In the introduction to the Litvin essay, he assumes that
many pray without a mel:zitzahout of ignorance. He thus tries to impress
\lpon them how serious is their straying and how obvious and sacred is
Ihe source forbidding this.

Having shown the biblical requirement of having a mel:zitzahin the
Temple, Feinstein argues that the extension of the mel:zitzahto the syna-
Hogue is not just rabbinic, but has Torah authority also.27"Frivolity during
prayer would then be proscribed by Scripture." 28 Feinstein's equation of
Temple with synagogue is not new, as many rabbinic authorities (using
the text of Meg. 29a) have so ruled.29What is new is his insistence on the
biblical foundation of mel:zitzahin synagogues. One questioner went so far
as to imply that people enter synagogues for the purpose of mitzvah and
therefore do not need separation. His response (1M Oa I: 41) is that
people entered the Temple in awe and for the purpose of mitzvah, and
still, physical separation was required. Both synagogue and Temple are
equatable in function and, therefore, in structure.

He then must clarify what kind of structure. The Temple had a bal-
cony, and that is therefore preferable (1Moa 2 :43). Interestingly, he does
not make any case for the transferability from balcony to partition. Some-
how he assumes that it is permissible to use a partition, and he writes
many teshuvot on their required height, though not on their permissibility.
Theminimumheightrequired,as indicatedin Shabo92a (seeRashiand
Tosafot, ad. loc.) is three amot or eighteen tefal:zim(handbreadths).30 Fein-
stein rules that five and one-halffeet, or sixty-five inches, is a satisfactory
translation of those ancient measurements (1M Ol,I 3: 23, 4: 31). How-
ever, because we live in difficult times, Feinstein allows himself the le-
niency to use the solitary opinion of Rashbam (BB IOOb) that requires
only seventeen tefal:zim.Thus, he permits sixty inches (1M Ol,I 3: 23,
4: 29- 31) and in one place even allows fifty-eight inches because women
are shorter(l) today (1M Ol:I 3:24).31

For Feinstein, the whole discussion of height is intelligible only in the
context of the reasons given for sepa'ration. Ifwe know why we must sep-
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arate-what it is the separalion must prevent-then the decisor can rl"
spond accordingly. The most intricate part of this whole approach lies in
his understanding of why: why the Bible requires a me/:titzah.

Kalut rosh, translated as frivolity, is the forbidden state. Feinstein
claims that frivolity occurs when people are able to talk, to communicate

in any fashion (1M O.ij 1: 39). The partition must therefore be high
enough to prevent the communication and mingling that bring with them
frivolity (1M 01;11 :41). Both verbal and physical Contact are classified as
mingling and are, therefore, forbidden (1M O.ij 3: 23).

Feinstein further explains that these acts are matters of public behav-

ior, recognizable (nikar), and thus of a different genre from other experi-
ences that require separation (1M O.ij 1: 40). In fact, he is very careful to
distinguish the laws of me/:titzahfrom other laws that appear similar but
are due to reasons of personal moral laxity such as those that fall into the
category of ervah (nakedness, see below) or yi/:tud (the prohibition that

man and woman, other than husband and wife, not have the opportunity
for intimacy). Me/:titzah,he insists, is not required to prevent men from
seeing women.32 "The obligation of the me/:titzahis due to frivolity and not
gazing" (1M O.ij 1: 40). Therefore, a glass partition fulfills the legal re-
quirements of a me/:titzah-though perhaps not of ervah (1M O.ij 1: 43,
3 :23). A balcony, which inherently prevents mingling, does not require a
partition such as a curtain to block the view of the men (1M O.ij 1 :41).
His reasoning is quite consistent and rests on the Talmudic discussion of
the seating arrangements in the Temple. At first the men were outside and

the women were inside. Then the men were inside and, according to
Feinstein, unable to see the women, but there was stilI a problem with
levity that required the balcony.

And so, if women are on an upper level, even without a screen or curtain, or if
they are below,but behind a veritable,high mechitzah,so that there be no fear of
levity,it is of no consequence if the women are visible.3}

In a series of responsa, Feinstein examines the prohibition involved in

looking at women. The laws of ervah prohibit a man from looking at a
woman ifhis intent is to receive pleasure; but intent is not the only deter-
mining characteristic. Equally important is the nature of the exposed
area. If it is a part of the body that is usually covered, then it is prohibited
for a man to look and he cannot pray under such circumstances. On the
other hand, if women usually appear with this area uncovered, then it is

1101ayah, and pra~~r is not prevented. The Talmud warns that the hair of
.1woman contains an erotic element that requires covering.34The same is
trllc for a woman's shoulders and arms. For Feinstein, as well as for a sig-
IIlflcant segment of Orthodox Jewry, these warnings have been translated
11110a specific dress code. A married woman must cover arms and hair.
Problems arise, however, in pinning down the legal consequences of
Ihese warnings. Even though he wants married women to cover their hair
at all times, especially in the synagogue (1M 01:14: 32), he rules that it is
permissible to pray, to say the Shema, and hear the Torah read even if men
can see the uncovered hair of married women (1M 01:11 :42). Since it is
not the custom of women today to cover their hair, it cannot be consid-
ered ervah or nakedness. Hence, the me/:titzahcan be shoulder height,
covering the arm and shoulder areas that are still ervah, but allowing for
the visibility of hair.

The legal decision in this case is determined to a degree by public cus-
tom. Looking at women, deriving pleasure from that act, involves a per-
sonal code of modesty and license and affects men and women differently.
Me/:titzahapplies to public behavior and to men and women equally (1M
01:11 :43). Though he prefers that men never look at women, he rules
that female visibility does not enter into the category of kalut rashand that
erva is not the reason for me/:titzah(1M 01:11 :40). Despite his preferences,
Feinstein will not allow anyone to confuse the issues or to argue for
me/:titzahon the wrong grounds.

Though halakhic flexibility and leniency emerge from careful defini-
tions and separation of issues, Feinstein is not satisfied with the minimum
standard. His ideal design forbids all forms of contact between the sexes,
either visual or verbal. Thus, after stating that visibility does not prevent
prayer, he is quick to add that it is best to be strict and have a high
me/:titzah that will prevent all visibility (1M 01:1 1: 40). He is especially
careful to warn all those who are capable of higher standards, the "God
fearers," to look away and never gaze at women (1M01:11 :40,42; 4: 29).
To reinforce his division between minimal practices and the preferred
ideal, he always prefaces statements of acceptance of lowered standards
with such expressions as: "because of our many sins," "in extremis," "in
this country," "in our day." He is not an idealist, although he presents an
ideal standard. He does not like the exigencies of daily living, but he
understands and writes with practical concerns.

In one case"dealing with separate seating without a me/:titzah,his deci-
sion indicates his constant practical approach combined with his view
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that there are layers of possible, preferred, and prescribed patterns. Thll~,
he rules that mixed seating is a graver sin than prayer without a partilloll
but with separate seating (1M01;11 :44).35He reasons that if people trallS-
gress a minor law, they should not be encouraged or allowed to transgn'ss
in a more serious arena. In fact, he claims that the proper procedure is 10
convince a mixed seating congregation to at least sit separately. This is till'
first and only indication that, for Feinstein, separate seating is a more se.rious matter than mel:zitzah.

Separation Between Orthodox and
Conservative or Reform Judaism

In this matter, as in many others, Feinstein's approach is that if the ideal is
not Possible, we must do what we can. In one related area, however, he
insists on a consistent standard. One must not pray or attend any service
in a non-Orthodox congregation.36 A synagogue that is Conservative is
considered a community of kofrim (deniers), even if they do not know
any better. He extends this category to Reform congregations and rabbis

in other responsa. It is therefore forbidden to pray in their building (1M
01;14: 91, sec. 6). Even if they establish a special room with an acceptable
mel:zitzahfor those who wish it, it is still forbidden to pray there (1M 01;1
2 :40). Feinstein argues that one must not do anything that will bring sus-
picion (I:zashad) upon one's self, nor do anything whose appearance
might be misinterpreted, thereby leading others astray (marit Cayin).En-
tering the building of such a synagogue falls into these categories. If
someone is seen entering a Conservative synagogue, he or she will be sus-
pected of being Conservative or will lead others astray by example. In his
terms, the non-Orthodox synagogue benefits both financially and mor-
ally, as it can claim that it satisfies all needs. For both halakhic and social
reasons, then, Feinstein prohibits praying in such a room, even if it has a
proper mehitzah. However, if the same arrangment exists but the syna-
gogue in question considers itself Orthodox, he permits praying in a sepa-
rate room with a mel:zitzah(1M 01;14:91, sec. 6). If the Orthodox con-

gregation uses a microphone or does not have a proper partition (and
there are some), the members are not considered kofrim. They have ac-
cepted the mitzvot and are just disrespectful in this one area. Avoidance istherefore not required.

Intent and motive playa significant role in his halakhic scenario in

,,1'lll'ral,but especiallyso in meJ;zitzahcases. The meJ;zitzahmust separate
1111'11from women and Orthodox from non-Orthodox Jews.3? Anyone
who lampers with this division comes under suspicious scrutiny. His or
IIt'I motives might stem from a desire to cross these sacred boundaries.
I!wn if the act might be halakhically permissible, it becomes forbidden in
Ihis context of interdenominational polemics.

Women, even those who keep the commandments, fall under suspi-
don when they ask for any change in this arena. Thus, when a group of
women requested a change from a balcony to a kosher meJ;zitzahon the
main floor, Feinstein prohibited it. He explains in his responsum that we
know (nikar) that the women really want mixed seating, and this is only
Ihe first part of their campaign. The claim of the women that they find
climbing the stairs difficult is quickly discounted as an untruth. He states
lhat the women would willingly climb the stairs for physical pleasure. If
they were acting "for the sake of heaven," there would be no difficulty.38
He insists that the women only wish to change the traditions of the
people, and that is forbidden (1M01:12: 43). Since the attributed motive is
unacceptable, the act becomes illegal.

There is no evidence as to why Feinstein discredits the women's re-
quest. He neither provides halakhic evidence for this decision nor ex-
plains why he assumes the women have "wrong" motives. The respon-
sum is very brief, a statement of opinion rather than a legal brief with
precedents. In fact, he mentions that for legitimate reasons the change can
of course be made. More space for the women might be such a legitimate
reason. The rabbi's job security is another acceptable justification. If he
might lose his job, then Feinstein allows the change that is, after all, well
within halakhic requirements. Earning a living does not excuse all, but it
is a powerful alibi. In a different case, Feinstein permits a man who is a
cantor in a Conservative synagogue to write a get (Jewish bill of divorce).
He has transgressed, he has prayed in a place of mixed seating with a mi-
crophone, but only in order to earn a living. The category of kofer can
only be applied to one who knowingly and willfully denies God. Fein-
stein does not give him permission to remain in his post, but he does de-
clare him a kosher scribe (1M Even ha-Ezer 2: 20).

In those cases where he assumes that the intention of the individual or

group is to transgress the law, in open defiance of God and Torah, Fein-
stein is very harsh in his condemnation and his decision is on the strict
side. However, when he assumes the practice in question is the result of
ignorance or economic need, and not rebellion, then he writes a careful



and detailed responsum whose purpose is to educate and set the record
straight. In such cases there is room for leniency. Some changes are per-
mitted, some motives are acceptable; those that appear to breach sacred
borders are quickly denied.

Feinstein's purpose is to promote and preserve Jewish separateness.
Separation of the sexes is part of his strategy. Part of it also involves sepa-
rating the elite "God fearers," those capable of extra effort, from ordinary
Jews.)9 For Feinstein, the most significant battle is waged to separate not
Jew from non-Jew, but Orthodox Jews from Conservative and Reform

Jews. The me/:zitzahis the symbol of this separation and the focus of this
battle. Feinstein's commitment to the me/:zitzah-and in this he is typical
of all Orthodoxy-is also part of his campaign against all things Conser-
vative or Reform.40 Truly, the me/:zitzahis the "great divide," separating
male from female, elite from ordinary, and Orthodox from Conservative
and Reform.

For the past 150 years, all Orthodox responsa have consistently main-
tained the me/:zitzahrequirement.4. In Europe, when the Reform Move-
ment removed the me/:zitzahwhile still retaining separate seating, the re-
sponse of Orthodox rabbis was swift and condemning.42 However, when
the Reform Movement instituted mixed pews in America, the Orthodox
Movement for the most part ignored the action and kept to itself") On the
other hand, when the Conservative Movement moved to change seating
patterns a generation later, the Orthodox entered the debate. Between the
two World Wars, some Conservative congregations began to be built with-
out separations. Though one of the two synagogues at the Conservative
Movement's Jewish Theological Seminary continues to have separate
seating, it is not the policy of most member congregations. By 1955,
Marshal Sklare could write that mixed seating was the practice in the ma-
jority of Conservative congregations.44

It was not until the 1950s that the debate became a central focus of the
denominational divisions, and stands that were taken became frozen

principles of faith.4s For Conservative Jews, the mixed pews were ac-
cepted as the way of the people that did not require formal responsa. Ac-
cording to the Conservative Movement's position, the absence of a cod-
ified requirement for me/:zitzahallowed for re-evaluation. Therefore, "No
official responsum has ever been issued to justify this move."46 Robert
Gordis, a professor at the Jewish Theological Seminary, explained that
this was a real case of custom overcoming tradition:

~
~
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No halakhist has thus far been able to validate the family pew from traditional
sources, nor has it ever been adopted as a tagganah by a recognized rabbincal
body. The tacit surrender of the segregation of the sexes in synagogues of all ten-
dencies is another example of minhag triumphing over accepted law. In this in-
stance, it is minhag America!7

Certainly, the Orthodox polemic against the Conservative community

points to this absence of responsa permitting mixed seating. In Orthodox
terms, the Conservative stance remains illegitimate and unjustified. On
the other hand, from the Conservative point of view, there are no re-
corded laws specifying the mel;.itzahin ancient times; "if a prohibition is

not specifically mentioned and promulgated as such by the Talmud or
Codes, the restriction is, at best, a minhag or local ordinance of regional
validity."48

The halakhic issue aside, the debate became one of denominational

polemic that reached its peak in the 1950s in America.49 At that time,
there were Orthodox congregations that had mixed seating. The Ortho-
dox Movement's Yeshiva University even allowed rabbinical students to

accept posts in mixed seating congregations, with the hope that they
would influence their congregants to change. Both those practices are no

longer permitted. so

Legal battles were fought in the 1950s in America, as Jews used the
civil courts to force one or the other practice.s1 One of the most famous
cases was the Mt. Clemens case, in which one man, Baruch Litvin, sued
his congregation for depriving him of his rights by changing the seating to
mixed pews. The court ruled in his favor and the mel;.itzahremained. This
case was an important element in the hardening of the Orthodox posi-
tion.52Litvin collected various rabbinic sources, statements, and responsa
in the book, previously cited, The Sanctity of the Synagogue.Though Ortho-
dox responsa forbidding mixed pews had been written before, after the
publication of Litvin's volume, all Orthodoxy became defined by this one
practice. Today, an Orthodox congregation is largely defined by the pres-
ence of a partition.

The Me1:Jitzahas a Symbol of Communal Allegiance

The mel;.itzahis now the symbol of one's communal allegiance. Therefore,
the debate today over women's place and position in synagogue practice is
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seen as threatening the denominational borders that were drawn by tl1('
me/:titzahdebate. In this Context,Feinstein'ssuspicionof the women'smo.
tives regarding the balcony becomes understandable, if not acceptable.
"Ultimately,observance of the law becomessecondary to correct ideology
and politicalloyalty."53 Thedebateis, of course,voicedin legalrhetoric,
but the conflict is political. Feinstein and most of his Orthodox collegues
wish to suppress pluralism within the Jewish world. The question re-
mains; why is the me/:titzah-which restrains women and even removes
them visibly-the issue chosen through which to supress pluralism? 54

There are, of course, other areas of conflict and dispute. Thus, in one re-
sponsum (1M OI:I I: 104), Feinstein forbids a Bat Mitzvah because the idea

comes from the Conservative Movement. Thus, the opposition to things
non-Orthodox is the determinant, but in the process, women are effec-tively suppressed.

Furthermore, problems arise with the reasoning process underlying
the debate, and also with the attitudes the me/:titzahappears to engender.
Does me/:titzah indicate that women are irrelevant to the service? The
men's section is called the beit knesset, the synagogue, by Feinstein. This
usage also occurs consistently in Litvin's book. 55 Is the ezrat nashim not in
the beitknesset?Are women too distractingto the men? What about men
being distracting to the women? Feinstein and his colleagues would be
quick to deny any attributions of secondary status to women. In fact,
Feinstein insists that seeingand distraction are not the primary problems;
however, he does prefer that men should not look at women. And even
though he claims me/:titzahapplies equally to men and women, he is only
concerned about men looking at women. So the problem remains that
the me/:titzah, though not necessarily established to limit women 56 nor to
treat them as irrelevant or secondary, nonetheless sometimes leads tothese ends.

As a great divide, me/:titzahwould appear to be the restricting factor in
women's participation in synagogue life. This is not necessarily so. It is
possible to construct a synagogue such as the Hebrew Institute of River-
dale, New York, wherein the partition splits the room exactly in half. The
women have theoretical access to both the bimah and the ark. This struc-
ture would appear to fit Feinstein's perspective of me/:titzahbeing a com-
munal obligation equal for men and women. Under such circumstances,
it is possible to speak of women sitting separately as Jews before God-on
their own, not as adjuncts to the men in their lives-protected from the

M"/,//111I1r /III/Ilk/1/1' nrd.t/(II/.f II"d 1'(llIllra/ C(lII.I'rqlll'llcI'.f

dltilraflions of any male presence. The laws and customs that limit
womcn do not result from the requirement of a meJ;1itzah.Restrictions on
womcn's ability to be called to the Torah or to serve as prayer leaders
I1I'l'derived from other laws and customs (seeHaut, p. 137). However,
II/I'/,titzahhas become the symbol of women's limited participation.

As the separation of men and women became linked with political
Ideology and practice, the limits on women's participation appear to have
Increased. The great divide stands as Feinstein envisioned it: Separating
men and women, elite from ordinary, and Orthodox Jews from Conserva-
tive and Reform Jews.
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